Students are only allowed to use their cell phones before school, during lunch, and at dismissal.

Cell phones will be confiscated at the beginning of each class.

Cell phones or cell phone accessories and or other similar electronic communication devices (ie ear buds, chargers) are not to be visible during the instructional day with the exception of the lunch period.

If the cell phone is confiscated, it will be kept until the end of the school day.

NOTE: Examples of improper use include, but are not limited, to the following: interference, disruption or obstruction of the educational environment, academic dishonesty, plagiarism, or violation of intellectual property laws, accessing files or sites not relevant to the curriculum, sending or displaying offensive messages, pictures, or language (e.g. sexting or use in a manner that is profane, indecent, obscene, or vulgar), cyberbullying, harassing, intimidating, coercing, threatening, or attacking others, making public private information without consent, engaging in commercial activities, damaging computers, networks, or other electronic devices, intentionally wasting network resources.